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GIOVANNA AZURE MATCHING CHAIR

SKU: 509503-5527AB

Description:Elegantly curved along the front and the
exposed-wood back and arms, the Giovanna Azure Matching
Chair is a masterpiece of old school luxe. The frameÕs rich

Gables finish is accented with silver, and the chair is
upholstered in velvet and features a down blend-filled seat

cushion, hand-applied nail head trim, self welting and a
deep skirt of matching bullion fringe. The chair comes with

two down blend-filled toss pillows in coordinating fabric
and trim.

Feature:

Style: European-inspired Transitional
Finish: Gables

Material: Fabric
Curved Exposed Wood Frame
Hand-applied Nail head Trim

Includes Two 20" x 20" Down-blend Toss Pillows
Coordinating Toss Pillows in Complementary Fabrics

Luxurious Down-blend Reversible, Zippered Toss
Pillows

Kiln-dried Hardwood Frame with Corner Block
Construction and Glued Wood Joints

Specification:

Pearlescent Beige
(2) 20" x 20"

Pocket Coil & Blend Down
Down Blend

31% Polyester, 56% Viscose, 13% Linen
SÊÐ Spot clean only with a water-free dry

cleaning solvent. Pretest a small,
inconspicuous area before proceeding. Do not

saturate. DO NOT USE WATER. Pile fabrics
may require brushing with a non-metallic,
stiff bristle brush to restore appearance.

Cushion covers should not be removed and
dry cleaned. To prevent overall soiling,
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frequent vacuuming or light brushing with a
non-metallic, stiff bristle brush to remove

dust and grime is recommended. When
cleaning a spill, blot immediately to remove
spilled material. Clean spots or stains from

the outside to the middle of the affected area
to prevent circling.ÊOverall cleaning by a

professional furniture cleaning service only is
recommended.

Collection Description:Combining old-world
luxury with today's styling, the Giovanna

collection adds a touch of drama to a room.
Rich fabrics and trims accentuate its shapely

silhouettes.

Collection: Giovanna
Dimensions in Centimeters: w-107.95 x

d-102.87 x h-101.6
Dimensions in Inches: w-42.5 x d-40.5 x h-40

Features: Style: European-inspired
Transitional

Wood Finish: Gables
Material: Fabric

Weight: 94.6


